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LA NUEVA LEY DE ORDENACIÓN TERRITORIAL Y URBANÍSTICA SOSTENIBLE
EXTREMADURA IS A REGIÓN IN THE SOUTHWEST OF SPAIN.
EXTREMADURA HAS THE DIFFICULT CHALLENGE OF POPULATION LOOS. THE POPULATION TENDS TO CONCENTRATE IN BIG CITIES LIKE LISboa, MADRID OR OTHERS (80 %) LEAVING BEHIND A TERRITORY RICH OF RESOURCES. WITHIN THIS MEETING, THE EXAMPLE OF THE AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY OF EXTREMADURA, WHICH, LIKE SO MANY OTHERS IN THE SPANISH STATE, FACES THE DIFFICULT CHALLENGE OF ACHIEVING AN ADEQUATE BALANCE BETWEEN RURAL AND URBAN IS UNDERSTOOD. EXTREMADURA HAS 25 PEOPLE PER KM2

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION

215 MUNICIPALITIES WITH LESS THAN 1000 PEOPLE

160 MUNICIPALITIES BETWEEN 1,000 AND 10,000 PEOPLE

10 MUNICIPALITIES BETWEEN 10,000 AND 50,000 PEOPLE

2 MUNICIPALITIES BETWEEN 50,000 AND 100,000 PEOPLE

1 OF OVER 100,000 PEOPLE
IN EXTREMADURA THESE TWO REALITIES COEXIST IN A TERRITORY OF 42.000 KM2
IN JUNE LAW 11-2018 COME INTO FORCE, ON TERRITORIAL PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANNING OF EXTREMADURA (LOTUS), MANAGED WITH AN UNPRECEDENTED PARTICIPATION AND THAT DRAWS THE STRATEGIC LINES FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS REGION. (THE LAW LINKS ALL URBAN AND TERRITORIAL PLANS)

PARTICIPANTS

- MAYORS (211)
- EXPERTS (200)
- SOCIAL AGENTS
- CHILDHOOD
- SOCIAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL
- POLITICAL GROUPS
211 REPRESENTANTES MUNICIPALES NOS TRASLADARON SUS NECESIDADES Y PREOCUPACIONES
Niños con los pies en el suelo

Alumnos de Primaria del colegio Ciudad de Mérida defiendan en el Parlamento su "Ley del suelo" para que las ciudades sean más sostenibles y con más seguridad para peatones y ciclistas.

Los alumnos actúan como grupos parlamentarios, y presentan ideas a modo de enmiendas.
THE RESULT WAS DECIDED WHAT THIS IS NOT SIMPLY A LAW OF THE GROUND, IT IS ALSO OF THE SUBSOIL, FLIGHT AND SKY OF A SUSTAINABLE EXTREMADURA.

- FROM THE UNDERGROUND, FOR IT IS OUR DUTY TO MAINTAIN AND PROTECT OUR FERTILE LANDS, WHICH HAVE BEEN THE ECONOMIC ENGINE OF THIS REGION AND WHICH WE MUST PRESERVE FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.

- SOILS RICH IN BIOLOGICAL ECOLOGICAL GEOLOGICAL VALUES (RESERVA BIOSFERA MONFRAGUE, GEOLOGICAL PARK VILLUERCAS, ZEPAS, RED NATURA...UNESCO) WE HAVE POSITIVE ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

- USE AND FACILITATE USE THE LAND FOR COMPATIBLE ACTIVITIES THAT REVALUE THE RURAL 42.000 KM2, RENEWABLE ENERGIES, RURAL TOURISM, INVESTIGATION, TECNOLOGIES INDUSTRIES OF TRANSFORMATIONS MATERIES PRIMES

- THE SKY THAT WE OBSERVE IN A PRIVILEGED WAY FROM THIS REGION, WHICH, THANKS TO LOW LIGHT POLLUTION, WE CAN VISUALISE CLEARLY.
PRINCIPIOS INSPIRADORES

LEY DEL SUBSUELO, DEL SUELO, DEL VUELO Y DEL CIELO
IN THE EXODUS FROM RURAL TO URBAN WE ABANDON….
THE PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THIS REGULATION ARE...

- **CITIZEN PARTICIPATION** for the design of cities and territory
- **INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE URBANISM.** The law establishes specific criteria for territorial and urban planning that promote the achievement of regional challenges in terms of social, environmental and economic sustainability, containing a specific article regulating sustainable mobility, care for the elderly and children, energy efficiency, accessibility, **INTEGRATION OF THE GENDER DIMENSION IN URBAN DESIGN** (first law in Spain)
- **REVITALIZATION AND REGENERATION**
- **SIMPLIFICATION** of procedures as well as coordination between different administrations.
- **GREEN AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY** that configures a new regional productive model
- **PUBLIC AND FREE DATABASE**
- **THE PEOPLE MUST WORK AS REGIONS SHARING SERVICES.**
THE PEOPLE MUST WORK AS REGIONS SHARING SERVICES.
INTEGRATION OF THE GENDER DIMENSION IN URBAN DESIGN
Women’s Dependents

Women are the primary caregivers of dependents
So they need space to move them and where they can leave
The car is the unit of measure of the design of the cities. We often walk the road because the sidewalks are busy or not enough this poses a serious danger. Sidewalks for which you can not walk with heels. Obstacles.
Joseba Muruzábal
Galician grandmothers with superpowers that climb up the walls
ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERMENT OF EXTREMADURA THANK YOU